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Muskeg
Le Muskeg

N. W. RADFORTH, Chairman, Department of Biology, McMaster University, 

Hamilton, Ontario

SUM M ARY

Countries in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are 
in many cases endowed with extensive deposits of organic terrain 
constituted of peat as the material base. Wherever developmental 
schemes are being promoted, it often arises that an understanding 
of the nature of this material and of the physical circumstances 
with which it is associated is essential. This usually means that 
where soil mechanics is involved in the development, adaptive 
means must be provided for dealing with the organic as well as 
the mineral terrain. The process of adaptation involves not only 
appreciation of difference in physical attributes between mineral 
and organic components, but also acknowledgment of the dif
ference in arrangements of constituent parts and of the agents 
which control these arrangements.

Methodology in soil mechanics is dependent upon the physical 
appropriateness of the medium to be interpreted and it is because 
of this that much time in Canada has been spent on establishing 
a basis for appreciation of the material to receive engineering 
treatment. The work has led to a system of classification which is 
now in wide use. This system of reference, when applied, confirms 
certain principles on which, as hypotheses, the classification 
system was proposed, and allows for the elucidation of other 
principles now being tested.

One idea which allows for classification is that the organic 
terrain (muskeg) expresses gross biological organization in a 
three-dimensional sense. The organization is in part a function of 
the successional deposition of fossilized plant remains constituting 
the peat. Deposition may lead to production in depth of a 
homogeneous medium or of one which reflects heterogeneity as 
a function of time change. Homogeneity and heterogeneity are of 
different orders depending upon size, arrangement, and type of 
organic constituent. By reason of the biological controls, the types 
are not infinite in number, and they recur around the world. The 
relation between the living cover of the muskeg and the type of 
peat allows for reference and predictability of type and this can 
be achieved by aerial inspection.

Quantitative evaluation of the orders of homogeneity or 
heterogeneity awaits the procurement and application of instru
ments of suitable design. In the meantime, establishment of these 
principles and of the classification system has facilitated the 
development of a prospective of the problem which enables the 
observer to judge where and in what circumstances measurements 
should be taken.

SO M M A IRE

De nombreux pays des hémisphères nord et sud possèdent de 
vastes surfaces occupées par des terrains d’origine organique 
constitués principalement de tourbe. Partout où des travaux 
d’importance sont entrepris, on se rend compte qu’il est indis
pensable de bien connaître la nature de ce matériau et du milieu 
physique qui l’entoure. Si l’ingénieur doit tenir compte de la 
mécanique des sols, il faut que les méthodes qu’il emploie 
s’adaptent aux terrains d’origine tant organique que minérale. 
Cette adaptation doit tenir compte non seulement des différences 
physiques entre sols minéraux et organiques, mais aussi de leur 
répartition dans un même terrain et des agents qui gouvernent 
cette répartition.

Les méthodes utilisées en mécanique des sols dépendent des 
qualités physiques de ces derniers, et c’est pourquoi les scienti
fiques canadiens ont consacré beaucoup d’efforts pour donner 
aux ingénieurs les bases leur permettant d’estimer la qualité de 
ces sols. On a établi ainsi un système de classification largement 
diffusé, dont l’emploi donne des résultats confirmant les hypo
thèses lui ayant servi de base et éclaire certains autres principes 
à l’étude.

La classification est rendue possible par l’hypothèse que la 
structure tridimensionnelle du muskeg provient de son organisa
tion biologique. Cette organisation découle partiellement de la 
succession temporelle des dépôts des restes fossilisés de plantes 
constituant la tourbe. Les couches en profondeur sont homogènes 
ou hétérogènes selon la période de constitution. Leur structure 
dépend de la taille, de la disposition et de la nature des com
posants organiques. En raison du nombre limité des organismes 
les ayant formés, les types de muskeg ne sont pas en nombre 
illimité, et se retrouvent ailleurs dans le monde. La relation 
existant entre la couche végétale superficielle de la tourbière et 
les types de tourbe sous-jacente permet de déterminer ces derniers 
par une simple inspection aérienne.

L’étude quantitative des échelles d’homogénéité et d’hétéro
généité dépend de l’acquisition et de l’utilisation futures d’instru
ments de conception appropriée. En attendant, la formulation des 
principes de base et du système de classification a facilité la 
mise au point des concepts préliminaires à l’aide desquels l’ingé
nieur jugera où et quand il devra procéder à des mesures.
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IT IS N O T IN A PPR O PR IA T E AT AN IN TER N ATIO N A L M E E T IN G  to

remind ourselves of the growing value of language as a basis 
of understanding. More than ever before engineering methods 

hinge on effective international communication in terms of a 
mutually understandable language if success is to ensue. I 
am mindful of this as I explore with you this morning the 
meaning of the expression “muskeg”— a phenomenon which 

expresses no relation to national boundaries but which affects 
engineering developments in different countries in different 
ways. Muskeg in the sense of language has a literal meaning 
from the North American Indian “maskeg” which conveys 
“grassy bog.” My purpose this morning is to examine with 
you the language by which muskeg may be assessed for 
engineering application. In this context the literal translation 
requires interpretation in which natural laws will undoubtedly 

express themselves and perhaps give direction.
Doubtless you have already gathered that muskeg has 

special significance for Canada in that it is a prevalent type

f i g .  1. Ur.confined muskeg at Churchill, Manitoba, Above, 
muskeg of FI and HE cover formulae from an altitude of 150 
feet; below, same area from an altitude of 5,000 feet. Note the 
pattern (air-form pattern terrazoid) which the cover formulae 
constitute. Two peat types (Categories III and V) are indicated, 
with associated characteristic peat depths and subsurface ice 
character on a variable undulating inorganic foundation from 

silty clay to sandy silt.

f i g .  2. Organic terrain in Northern Canada.

f i g .  3. Muskeg in the confined low-water regime in southern 
Canada (Parry Sound, Ontario). The vehicle is a Weasel.

of terrain in this country. To satisfy myself that muskeg is 
not confined to Canada, I visited the Scandinavian countries 
some years ago. In effecting terrain comparisons I was hope

ful of generating a methodology that would facilitate re
ference to muskeg conditions on an international basis. I 
suppose it is almost typical of North Americans to expect 
Europeans to understand English— our French-Canadian 
colleagues provide the exception. I am one of these helpless 
North Americans. I arrived in Stockholm greatly relieved to 
find English so commonly understood as to make me 
ashamed of myself. In this mood of contrast, I ventured to 

ask Swedish people where in the vicinity of Stockholm I 
would find muskeg. I had to supply the literal translation 
from the Indian to English. I had no trouble. Indeed, I was 
trouble free in the quest for muskeg until I got three or four 
hundred miles to the north, and then despite the use of 

gestures, shortened sentences, and subconscious cultivation 
of high pitch, high intensity utterance, I began to experience 
some failure. Those who understood me were now wide

spread. By the time I had journeyed north of the Arctic 
Circle, my language had become positively acrobatic and
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looking back I doubt that few Canadians would have 

understood my gesturing, much less the pictorial presenta
tions I would make in the sand with the aid of little sticks 
at the feet of the unfortunate Swedish citizens I would trap. 
At the town of Pajalla on the Swedish-Finnish border, well 
to the north, I failed dismally. It was 6:30 a .m . and people 
in the village were going to work. When I accosted them with 

my technique of communication they would smile graciously, 
even bow, and walk on with pity reflected in their coun
tenances. In desperation I approached one man separated 
from the throng. From bended knee I looked up at him to 
see (in what seemed minutes) how my sketches and gestures 

had affected him. His countenance was expressionless. I had 
even used a Swedish word “mure” which I was told was the 
equivalent of muskeg. Then to my utter amazement he said 
“Now look Bud, just what in Hell is it you want?”— this in 
the purest Manhattan American.

My colleagues here may know of the expressions “tourbe,” 
or “torf,” or in England “peatland.” These are three Euro
pean expressions which convey some of the meaning of 
muskeg. As they stand, these expressions mean no more to 
the soils engineer than does muskeg.

The real task of finding out what muskeg is began with an 
investigation of what people who used the term thought it 
was. It was soon evident that the literal interpretation 
“grassy bog” was insufficient. Some claimed that muskeg is 

tree-covered peatland. Others insisted that it is a floating 
morass of organic debris with neither tree nor grass cover. 
In all cases the understanding was that muskeg constituted 
land masses of various sizes and shapes, normally water- 
saturated, constituted of vegetal cover growing on a fossilized 

substratum constituted of plant remains. Thus muskeg in 
common understanding is organic terrain, dependent only in 

certain relationships with the inorganic terrain beneath it.
The application of this definition enables us to differentiate 

between organic and mineral terrain. Indirectly, it assists 

also in categorizing swamp and marsh, two other water- 
saturated terrain conditions. Swamp has open water, while 
marsh does not in common usage. Neither shows the 
presence of peat and by definition neither is muskeg.

In Canada there is a minimum of 500,000 square miles of 
muskeg. Most of it is in the relatively undeveloped part of 
the country. You may ask, “Why should we hasten to 
develop understanding of this kind of terrain? What is the 

nature of the pressure that encourages us to this purpose?” 
Our resources are sometimes hidden beneath it. The spread 
of population requires that we must build upon it and 
cultivate it. We must build communication systems over it. 

In this connection, roads take too long to build over such 
great distances and are too expensive, so we resort to 

designing special vehicles for purposes of transport or to 
effect other special purposes, for example, to install pipe
lines, or to harvest the timbered muskeg in all seasons of the 
year. Finally, there is a flourishing and increasing horticul
tural need for mined peat and consequently an attractive 

economic potential for the products of the terrain.
The interpretation of muskeg beyond the level of simple 

definition must be in accordance with a design appropriate 
not only to the attributes of the terrain but also to engineer
ing requirements. This circumstance should therefore be 
evaluated as the more detailed explanation of muskeg pro
ceeds. Acceptance of the circumstance makes for unusual 
application for soil mechanics and presupposes that inter
disciplinary research will be essential.

A first glimpse of muskeg on a grand scale will suggest 

chaos— a panorama of disordered attributes. If viewed from

f i g . 4. Muskeg of the same type as shown in Fig. 3. Top, in 
Northern Sweden (FI); middle, in Florida; bottom, near the 

Arctic ice cap.

high altitude appearances become even less reassuring. The 

second glimpse of muskeg, perhaps a continent away from 
that first encounter, gives an entirely different impression. 
Another, of muskeg in the Arctic gives a still different aspect. 
A fourth view, of muskeg in more southern latitudes, say 
Florida, would suggest other differences. We must thus 
conclude that muskeg differs significantly not only by reason 
of water content but also through variation in the gross effect
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f i g . 5 . Wooded muskeg (AEI) cleared in the foreground, 
northeast of Edmonton, Alberta.

of vegetation and construction of the peaty foundation. Also 
it would seem at first sight that the attributes are not in 

cosmic array.
On the other hand, your second inspection might invite 

other interpretations. I could show you muskeg in the region 
of Parry Sound, Ontario, and you, as others from abroad 
have recently done, would possibly say “I have seen some
thing quite like that terrain elsewhere”— perhaps in Scotland, 
in Northern Germany, near Leningrad, or in the Falkland 
Islands. Whether it is Malaya or Tasmania, there will be 
certain likenesses among the organic terrains of the regions 

concerned.
When comparisons are made it is apparent that there are 

characteristics of muskeg which recur despite the apparent 
chaos. Recurrence suggests order. Order facilitates intelli
gent reference which in turn enables us to classify. Hope
fully this reasoning could be applied to muskeg. Whatever 
the aspects of likeness perhaps they would be symbolized by 

species of plants growing in the cover. When this idea was 
tested the species failed me. Species were apt to spread 
beyond the range of their so-called habitat. Attempts to refer 
or delineate habitat met with confusion. In any case, habitat 
in whatever terms w'as of little use to soils engineers.

On the other hand, though species failed, plant charac
teristics were not discarded completely, for in the course of 
our field investigations we had developed a hypothesis which 
we thought might be tested. The hypothesis was that because 
muskeg was constituted in terms of plant organisms living 
either in the present or in the past, these units would be 
distributed in the deposit in organized fashion in accordance 
with the laws of biotic control and/or ordered biotic re
sponse to environmental factors. All societies of organisms 
are in the last analysis so organized. Thus the units com
prising the matter in muskeg would be, if properly under
stood, components of an ordered state in contrast to the 
units comprising inorganic terrain.

To test the hypothesis we went to Fort Churchill, Mani
toba, on the westerly shore of Hudson Bay, where muskeg 

was widespread and bewildering to the observer. The first 
encouraging thing that a dozen students and myself dis
covered was that we could direct one another to areas 
marked by different types of vegetal cover. One of us would 

find an area and give certain directions to others as to what

it looked like. Thereupon the others would rediscover the 
area. In giving directions, reference to species was aban
doned. We were in fact, referring to aspects of form in the 
vegetation (shape of its units, size, and texture) and 

whether the units formed mats or were isolated.
The second discovery was that there were certain 

categories which revealed themselves 011 this frame of 
reference identified in structural terms which were common 

and therefore recurred. This second discovery was, we 
thought, a significant step towards proving our hypothesis. 
Our hopes were somewhat constrained because though we 
had seen organization, and on a natural basis at that, even 
though we were not resorting to species and even though our 

approach was not subjective, we knew nature well enough to 
appreciate that it can be disquietingly variable. Perhaps 
muskeg was one of those phenomena in which features 
expressing natural relationships within vegetal cover could 
be expected to be laden with exceptions.

We then exercised an empirical approach to see how many 

classes of structural description would account for all recur
ring aspects of muskeg cover. This approach led to a third 
conclusion. We needed nine structural classes. That there 
were only nine and not “ninety-nine” supported our hypothe

sis, and yet there was still apprehension because with only 
nine pure classes the combinations of these classes would 
surely occur in alarming numbers.

Total cover could be represented by formulae consisting of 
no more than three and usually fewer class symbols. This 
was achieved by inspection and estimate in the field. Nature 
assisted us because in 100 per cent of cover the chances of 
four equal classes (25 per cent) arising were remote and 
unlikely to occur. Thus it arose that nature endorsed a maxi
mum of three classes per formula. If only two classes 
occurred then it arose that if there was a third class present 
it was less than 25 per cent of the total cover and was 
assumed to lack significance as a contributor to structure.

In classifying cover a high order of agreement occurred 
among observers, provided the area categorized was geo
graphically delineated. Otherwise our independent observa
tions when compared would reveal modifications of a main 
formula.

After several years of application of this method, which by

f i g .  6. Wooded muskeg (AEI) showing the peat type (category 
XVI) recurring as do the other types, near Kapuskasing, Ontario. 

(Note road shoulder.)
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f i g .  7. Subsidence of a vehicle (Water Buffalo) near Spectacle 
Lake, Ontario; muskeg type FIE (foreground).

this time others besides ourselves were beginning to use, we 
learned that only a few formulae revealed themselves, not 

the unwieldy number we could envision. This was a happy 
manifestation that organization in the muskeg was sharply 
controlled. This was the fourth conclusion which we ac
cepted as a principle. It not only contributed to proving our 
hypothesis but was useful for the application of our research.

A number of colleagues in the audience have already used 
this system and therefore there should be no surprise if you 
hear strange utterances on field trips where muskeg occurs. 
An enthusiast might exclaim, “There is AEI, FI, EFI, etc. 
muskeg.” In the far north you may hear, “There is HE, EH, 

and FHE, etc.”
For a person with average intelligence it takes a half a 

day to master the system of reference by cover designation 
for muskeg in any country. A colleague and I used to prac
tice identification from the train window. On one occasion 
while so engaged I remembered I had to recharge with 
yeast and sugar, the stock mixture for old-fashioned ginger 
beer, that a friend had given me and which I had secreted 
in a small jar under my seat in the w'arm railway coach. 
While my friend shouted out above the rumble of the train, 
“There is AEI, DFI, BE, FI, etc., etc.”, the other people in 
the train expressed consternation and bewilderment particu
larly when the explosive contents of the jar with which I had 
been endowed shot the lid ceilingwards. It was only after my 
friend and I returned from subduing the ginger beer in the 
washroom and the identification procedure had been re
sumed that I noticed the alarm expressed by my fellow 
passengers. May I therefore warn you to curb your enthu
siasm if on the train you make use of Mr. MacFarlane’s 
Handbook in which the system is set down, particularly if 
you are culturing ginger beer. Remember your fellow pas
sengers will see nothing but wild landscape and will be 
disturbed by your wizardry.

Our studies have continued but we have gone literally 

underground. You may expect that if there is such a high 
degree of controlled and recurring organization in vegetal 
cover, this organization would be reflected in depth in the 
peat beneath the cover. That such is the case has now been 
revealed in the literature. The principle that research has 

unfolded is that the structural recurrence revealed in what 
we call peat type or peat category is accompanied by struc

tural homogeneity in depth. Although it is true that in a peat 
profile there are variations in structure, these are secondary 
with respect to the primary peat types. Given peat types 
taken as a whole contrast with other primary types also con
sidered in the gross structural sense. This situation is at 
variance with a theoretical view that peat structure changes 
as it accrues. In other words, different kinds of plants were 
thought to occur at the surface which contributed to struc

tural heterogeneity in the evolving peat.
The ordered state, revealed as the peat is deposited and 

used as the basis for identifying gross peat type, can be 
related to analytical studies based on pollen studies or on 
examination of the sequence of cuticular remains of plant 
parts preserved as constituents of the peat. If macrofossils 
are used to identify the peat type, difficulties arise because 

overlapping macrofossils might be unduly emphasized as 
characterizing wide distribution, whereas the element en
couraging identification might in fact have only local promi
nence. Details of organization are not revealed in the bio
logical sense by macrofossil studies because of secondary 
mechanical effects encountered in fossilization and com

paction.
The circumstance of relative homogeneity of peat type, the 

fifth of our manifestations of order in muskeg is followed by 

yet another. The sixth indicates that this organization can be 
interpreted in terms of structure, fibrosity, granularity, and 
woodiness or non-woodiness, and that change in structural 
constitution is a function of biological control which can be 

reflected by microfossil spectra or by sequences of cuticular 
remains.

Seventeen categories of peat have been described. The 
seventeenth is constituted mainly of logs up to two feet in 
diameter which form peat deposits sometimes fifty to sixty 
feet deep. Samples of this kind are found in Malaya and on 
the west coast of Canada. It is the least common of the 
types, the commoner ones being the non-woody, fine fibrous 
types bearing the lower category numbers in the system of 
reference.

A seventh principle arises from argument that if sequence 
of deposition does not show primary change other than in a 
few predictable cases, common cover formulae should refer 
always to associated common peat types. Remember that the 
cover bears a botanical relationship to the peat beneath it for

i

f i g .  8. Wheeled vehicle in type El muskeg near Parry Sound, 
Ontario, during Timberjack test.
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it is the culminating progeny of the ancestral vegetation 
composing the peat. Perhaps the best analysis of this prin
ciple is provided in the evidence of a doctoral thesis by 
Suguitan but the idea has been applied in engineering work 

involving road location.

f i g .  9. Float road over type El muskeg relocated 
from a type FI location (with peat Category III 
above). This method can be used wherever there is 
a low-water regime (no surface “free” water 

exposed).

One might now expect other aspects of organization to 
reveal themselves particularly those relating to gross struc
ture of the peat mass. Microtopography of muskeg shows 
that characteristic categories of surface profile exist and 
recur. A list of microtopographic features published several 
years ago has been augmented from time to time, particu
larly where reference has been made to the relationship of 

muskeg to the inorganic foundation. Mounds, ridges, pla
teaus, and characteristic gradients of pond margins are 
accounted for in the system. Ice constitution and its hidden 
microtopography for different kinds of muskeg has received 

some attention and in the last several years attention has 
been diverted to prediction of short- and long-term ice from 
permafrost as distinct from active frost in the muskeg. This 
is especially important in the establishment of new communi
ties where relic permafrost is found. The mechanical be

haviour of foundations in these locations is unpredictable 
unless reassuring surveys have been made.

In a paper given a month ago it was stated that the inor
ganic foundation of the muskeg in certain instances in
directly initiates and influences muskeg character. The

deployment of glacial drift and the youthful drainage com
plex together with basement morphology of the Precambrian 
landscape play their part in controlling the distribution, size, 
and shape of muskeg masses. Deep kettleholes and eskers 
provide physiographic limits to muskeg but shallow undula

tions in the foundation affect the time of origin and sub
sequent deployment of peat type. This phenomenon is 

perhaps best seen near the permanent ice cap where (as it 
has been determined recently) muskeg is originating. A 
thousand miles south of ice-cap country the muskeg is 
usually continuous so that post-glacial inorganic terrain 
microtopography is covered. Here muskeg character assists 
in detection of physiography and sometimes soil type in the 
inorganic foundation. There is justification for the idea that 

in the future, principles will evolve facilitating prediction of 
characteristics of the inorganic foundation.

At the moment, research is directed mainly towards 
physical analysis of peat in order to reflect peat structure 
and mechanical behaviour of peat types in quasi-quantitative 
and quantitative ways. Measurements of forces with the use 
of the cone penetrometer are used effectively to predict 
vehicular mobility on muskeg. Density measurements with 
a neutron probe are being used to reflect quantitative orders 

of difference in peat masses as a possible guide in road 
location and road design. Lately the work of Ivan MacFar- 
lane, of the Division of Building Research, National Re
search Council of Canada, has suggested a method of 
characterizing fibrous peat in the particulate sense and he 
has been able to approximate the proximal botanical consti
tuents to diagramatic configurations which will hopefully 
some day be characterized by mathematical expressions.

In retrospect, research on muskeg now not only supports 
the hypothesis favouring the ordered state for muskeg, it 
also by reason of the phenomenon of organization and 
recurrence facilitates predictability of muskeg conditions 
and to some extent the conditions of the underlying inorganic 
foundation.

The National Research Council of Canada, which has 
supported much of this work, was joined by the Defence 

Research Board of Canada in promoting interpretation of 
muskeg organization from the air. Some of the photographs 
accompanying this paper will give an indication of the 
complexity of this work from high altitude inspection. Suffice 

it to say now, Mr. Chairman and Ladies and Gentlemen, 
that with what we have learned about the details of sub
surface organization (qualitative or quantitative) we can 
now predict, with encouraging accuracy, from altitudes of
30,000 feet (scale: 1 inch =  1 mile). We are not yet ready 
to go into orbit, but from these lofty heights we are humbly 

aware of the lowly microfossils that unfold our basic story 
in the peat. There is enjoyment in contemplating this rela
tionship and my own respect for it is well expressed in verse, 
with apologies to Ogden Nash:

Mid the morassonic mossle,

I caught the eye of one small fossil.
“Cheer up sad world,” he said and winked
“Its kind of fun to be extinct.”
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